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South

Note: This is a conceptual design only; it illustrates the
design intent for the park, addressing the program elements.
During the next stages of the process (detail design, tender
and construction) minor changes may occur to the plan as a
result of budgets, material availability or site conditions. Only
changes affecting the program elements will be communicated to the public.
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Location Plan

Site Analysis
The pathway network
The existing pathway network serves the community well, connecting all
street frontages of the park. It provides connections for the residents surrounding the park to Marion M. Graham high school, adjacent to the park,
as well as serving as a north – south pedestrian connection for elementary school students attending the four schools in WJL Harvey North.
Pathway desire lines
There are two pedestrian desire lines (worn foot trails in the turf) indicating regular pedestrian traffic to and from the high school.

Upgraded pathway (2019)

Pathway condition
The pathway width aligns with current Parks’ standard of 2.4m wide but
is at the end of its life cycle (i.e., there is significant deterioration). Part of
the pathway system was upgraded in 2019.
Pathway lighting
There are no pathway lights

Site Analysis
Site furniture
Much of the site furniture is from the original construction of the park (i.e,.
wood), with a portion of it recently upgraded to Parks’ current standard
(metal).
Tot lot
The tot lot is in a central location in the park, along the pathway system.

Desire line
Upgraded
pathway (2019)

Desire line
Existing pathway (deteriorated)
Tot lot

Ball fields / soccer field
Both ball fields and the one soccer field are “allocated facilities”. The
heavy use of these facilities enhances the social of this site; the “eyes on
the site”; and, “personal ownership” of the park from the adjacent residents.
Tennis courts
Tennis courts are the responsibility of Facilities, they are not part of this
upgrade. However, they are well maintained and are in good condition
(i.e., we are unaware of any issues with them).
Plant material
WJL Harvey South illustrates a mature landscape plan, with large deciduous and coniferous material. This plant material is broadly spaced
and does not interfere with a pedestrian’s awareness of their immediate
environment as they move through the site.
Irrigation
The park’s irrigation system is at the end of its life cycle.
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Site Analysis

Design Program
The pathway network
Preserve the layout of the pathway system.
Pathway desire lines
Formalize the “desire lines” with asphalt pathways. Note: Parks only constructs and maintains pathways on Park property.
Pathway condition
Upgrade the remaining pathways to the current Parks’ standard.
Pathway lighting
Add pathway lights to the park

Design Program
Site furniture
Upgrade site furniture to the current Parks’ standard
Tot lot
Maintain the tot lot
Ball fields / soccer field
Maintain the ball fields and soccer field
Tennis courts
Maintain the tennis courts
Plant material
Remove dead / dying plant material. Add new plant material
Irrigation
The irrigation system is to be upgraded to current Parks’ standards, including street frontages, sports fields and high profile areas.
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Proposed Upgrade: Design Program

Proposed Pathway Lighting
The following illustrates the design intent of the proposed pathway lighting layout:
• Provide continuous pathway lighting from lit street to lit street.
• Pathway lighting to be on park property only.
• Final layout subject to Saskatoon Light & Power.
• Extent of lighting subject to project budget.
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Proposed Pathway Lighting

